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Hindu Temple in Pakistan Now Madrassas 
 

The whole world cannot comprehend as to why the MAJORITY community fled 

(RAN AWAY) in 1947 instead of “teaching a lesson” to the enemy within, as well 

as “taking care of” Jawaharlal Nehru. 

 

The whole world cannot find a more USELESS supreme commander on earth than 

our Pranab Mukherjee who does not “relate” to FELLOW HINDUS from Srinagar. 

In the last TWENTY-FOUR years this “JACKAL” has not taken the smallest step 

towards ensuring their safety in Srinagar. He dare not even remove Article 370 

from his Constitution! Is “Supreme Commander” the right title for such a 

“rubbish” man? 

 

Under the “inspiration” of such a COWARD our brave Indian army will NEVER 

be able to cross that BOGUS “cease fire” line across Kashmir! What hope from 

such a USELESS “supreme commander” that one day he will say, “If we MUST 

accept the unconditional surrender of Lahore and Dhaka then all the Muslims in 

our PARTITIONED India must leave for their “Jannat” called PAKISTAN!”? 

 

The contrast between Muslim daring and Hindu submission is simply too much. 

While our holy temples in Pakistan are either demolished or converted to 

“madrassas”, in Hindusthan our Government is funding the repair and upkeep of 

mosques besides giving the ENEMY “hajj subsidies” in order to “buy” peace. 

Have we not been appeasing the incorrigible “rascals” since 712 AD? 

 

Rajput 

 

29/09/15. 

 

PEOPLE POWER should come to the fore and force this Supreme Commander to 

vacate the former Viceroy’s House and move to BHANGI COLONY like his so 

called “father of nation” M K Gandhi. 

== 

 



These Temples in Pakistan Are Now Madrasas 
In 1992, after the destruction of the Babri Masjid in India, some of the students led 

the mobs to vandalize the very buildings others tried to protect as centers of 

learning. 

 

Haroon Khalid  (9/27/2015 = )Yesterday · 06:30 pm 

  

 
We stood at the entrance of the temple, not sure if we would be allowed to go 

inside. It was a double-storey structure with a small round balcony. The door was 

made of wood with intricate patterns on it, while there were fading remnants of 

frescoes on the wall. Looking at the entrance, I could only imagine how beautiful 

this structure must be from the inside. The only problem was that this temple was 

not vacant. It wasn’t even taken over by an individual family, as has happened in 

so many cases. In that situation I could have requested them to allow me to see the 

temple from the inside. But this was now controlled by the women's wing of an 

Islamic religious organization called Minhaj-ul-Quran, founded by the famous 

preacher turned politician Tahir-ul-Qadri. 



 



I rang the bell not sure what would be the response of the people inside. A young 

boy emerged at the entrance and after listening to our request disappeared into the 

house. He returned after a little while, saying that they would not allow the men to 

enter the temple but the ladies with us could be allowed in. We implored, but the 

response was final. There was a dars, a lesson of the Quran, under way, in the 

courtyard, attended only by women. My friend Rida with her camera, and my wife 

Anam, disappeared into the temple, now an Islamic school. 

 

We were at the historical city of Malka Hans, about 200 kilometers from Lahore, 

to visit the historical mosque of Waris Shah in the city. Waris Shah is a celebrated 

Punjabi poet known for re-composing the folk tale of Heer-Ranjha. With his 

rendition, he managed to leave such a stamp on it that all former versions are 

forgotten and the story is now known as Heer-Waris. Waris Shah is believed to 

have written this story in the basement of the mosque at Malka Hans where he used 

to work as an Imaam. 

 

The temple was across the street from the mosque. In Waris Shah's time in the 18th 

century, it was not unusual to find a mosque and a temple sharing a wall. Today, of 

course, that is an anomaly. There are several stories about this relationship between 

the mosque and the Hindu temple, about Waris Shah and his Hindu beloved who, it 

is believed, used to come to this temple regularly. The temple belonged to the sect 

of devotees of Chajju Bhagat, a 17th century Hindu saint from Lahore. 

 

There were old houses located in this street, which must have once belonged to 

Hindu families living here. I wondered in what condition they must have left their 

homes in 1947, temporarily locking their doors, perhaps burying their precious 

belongings, hoping to return one day. They never returned, but perhaps they told 

their loved ones about their homes they left behind and this temple? Perhaps their 

survivors have fragments of memories of stories they heard about this temple? 



 
Angels at the temple at Malka Hans 

Credit: Rida Arif 

 

Rida and Anam returned after a little while, ecstatic. “It was a surreal feeling,” said 

Rida. “There were wooden figures all around the temple, perhaps angels, and 

sitting under them were these women clad in burqa, reciting the Quran. There were 

pictures of Hindu deities on the wall while these women talked about the unity of 

God. No harm had been done to any of these idols or figures on the wall.” These 

women saw no contradiction in studying Islam in a Hindu temple. 



 
Jain Mandir at Multan. 



Credit: Alie Imran 

 

About 200 kilometers from Malka Hans, in the ancient city of Multan believed to 

have been once ruled by Hiranyakashipu, the tyrant father of Bhakta Prahlada 

(Bhagat Prahalada, in Punjabi), we saw a similar anomaly. Deep within the walled 

city, we located a Jain Temple. Even before we entered the main room of the 

temple we could hear a humming sound of children reciting the Quran, 

memorizing it. Inside the hall there were rows of mats with small tables in front of 

them where children had placed their copies of the Quran, rhythmically moving 

back and forth as they recited their lesson. In front of them was their teacher, a 

young man with a black beard and a checkered cloth on his shoulder. A young boy 

stood behind him massaging his shoulder. The sound of the children came to an 

abrupt end as we entered the room and all eyes fell on us. “Assalamualaikum,” I 

said. “Walaikum assalam,” replied everyone in unison. “Can we see and 

photograph your temple?” I asked. This time, only the teacher replied: “It is all 

yours.” The students went back to memorizing the Quran. 

 

The ceiling of the temple was made with wood, decorated with small pieces of 

glass. There were beautiful geometrical frescoes on the wall. On one side of the 

room was a gilded door that led inside the main sanctuary. Near the door were 

pictures of the 24 tirthankaras, who are supposed to grace each half of the cosmic 

time cycle in Jain cosmology. I was too lost in beauty of the temple to notice that 

the sound of the recitation had stopped. All the children and their teacher had 

presumably finished their lessons and left the premises. 



 
 



One of the Tirthankar at the temple in Multan 

Credit: Alie Imran 

 

Later as my friend Iqbal Qaiser and I stood facing the turret of the temple at a 

shop, drinking a cool bottle of Pepsi, we were told by the shopkeeper that this 

temple like other temples around Pakistan was also attacked by Muslim fanatics in 

1992, in reaction to the demolition of the Babri masjid in India. However, the 

administration of the temple was able to dissuade the mob from causing much 

destruction to the temple. “It is not a temple anymore. It is a madrasa,” they had 

argued. 

 
Bhagat Prahlad Mandir and the shrine of Shah Rukn-e-Alam in the background 

Credit: Alie Imran 

 

Just a little outside the city, located on the top of a mound facing the walled city, 

once stood the temple of Bhagat Prahlad, the patron Hindu saint of the city of 

Multan. The wall of his temple touched the wall of the Muslim saint Shah Rukn-e-

Alam’s shrine, the new patron saint of Multan, after the creation of Pakistan. This 

temple too was being used as a madrasa, when in 1992 a mob headed towards it. 

Locals report that there was a class going on at the point when fanatics climbed the 

building and started bringing it down. The madrasa was permanently shut while the 

temple suffered heavy losses. 



 
Sitla Mandir in Lahore 

Credit: Haroon Khalid 

 

Same is the story of the Sitla Mandir in Lahore. The missing top of its turret pays 

testimony to that fateful day. On a niche in a turret there is a plaque that reads 

“Allah", as if his presence needed to be noted. 



 

A plaque reading Allah at the turret of the Sitla Mandir in Lahore 

Credit: Haroon Khalid 

  

 In the same building, a madrasa is being run. The students of this madrasa had led 

the charge in 1992. Once the craziness receded, they went back to studying – in the 

very same building they had vandalized in anger. 

 

Haroon Khalid is the author of A White Trail and a forthcoming book, In Search of 

Shiva. 

We welcome your comments at letters@scroll.in 
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